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Purpose: Quantitative computed tomography (qCT) imaging-based cluster analysis identified
clinically meaningful COPD former-smoker subgroups (clusters) based on cross-sectional
data. We aimed to identify progression clusters for former smokers using longitudinal data.
Patients and Methods: We selected 472 former smokers from SPIROMICS with
a baseline visit and a one-year follow-up visit. A total of 150 qCT imaging-based variables,
comprising 75 variables at baseline and their corresponding progression rates, were derived
from the respective inspiration and expiration scans of the two visits. The COPD progression
clusters identified were then associated with subject demography, clinical variables and
biomarkers.
Results: COPD severities at baseline increased with increasing cluster number. Cluster 1
patients were an obese subgroup with rapid progression of functional small airway disease
percentage (fSAD%) and emphysema percentage (Emph%). Cluster 2 exhibited a decrease of
fSAD% and Emph%, an increase of tissue fraction at total lung capacity and airway
narrowing over one year. Cluster 3 showed rapid expansion of Emph% and an attenuation
of fSAD%. Cluster 4 demonstrated severe emphysema and fSAD and significant structural
alterations at baseline with rapid progression of fSAD% over one year. Subjects with
different progression patterns in the same cross-sectional cluster were identified by long
itudinal clustering.
Conclusion: qCT imaging-based metrics at two visits for former smokers allow for the
derivation of four statistically stable clusters associated with unique progression patterns and
clinical characteristics. Use of baseline variables and their progression rates enables identi
fication of longitudinal clusters, resulting in a refinement of cross-sectional clusters.
Keywords: computed tomography, emphysema, functional small airway disease,
longitudinal clustering

Introduction
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a progressive disease that is char
acterized by irreversible limitation of airflow1 due to airway and/or alveolar abnorm
alities. Tobacco smoking is the main cause of the high prevalence of COPD, making it
the third leading cause of death by disease worldwide.2 COPD is a complex disease and
significant heterogeneity exists among COPD patients with respect to clinical repre
sentation, physiology, imaging, response to therapy, decline in lung function, survival
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and disease progression. Factors that can affect the hetero
geneity of disease progression have not been well under
stood. Spirometry is widely adopted for the diagnosis of
COPD. However, patients with the same severity level by
spirometry show significantly different patterns of small air
way disease and emphysema.3 Identification of COPD sub
groups is thus important and can provide prognostic
information to help determine more appropriate, patientoriented therapies.
With the increasing availability of CT images, imagingbased measures are becoming an objective approach to
assessing risk outcomes across multiple populations.
Visual and quantitative evaluation of CT images can pro
vide complementary COPD phenotyping.3–7 In NIHfunded multicenter studies, such as the SubPopulations
and InteRmediate Outcome Measures in COPD Study
(SPIROMICS) and the Genetic Epidemiology of COPD
(COPDGene) Study, CT scans for large numbers of patients
at multiple visits enabled interrogation of a broad sampling
of the COPD population. With CT images combined with
clinical variables, Quantitative computed tomography
(qCT) imaging-based machine learning of diseased lungs
has advanced recently, and multiscale imaging-based clus
ter analyses have provided clinically meaningful clusters in
COPD cohorts.8–13
In this study, we performed a longitudinal cluster analysis
of former smokers based on the imaging-derived variables at
two visits with a one-year interval. We hypothesize that
COPD progression patterns and disease severity are interde
pendent. Our study of longitudinal clustering aims to identify
stable clusters associated with structural and functional pro
gression patterns in the lung.

Methods
Human Subject Data and qCT Imaging
527 subjects were analyzed including 55 healthy neversmokers as a control group and 472 former smokers to
derive COPD clusters. Table 1 shows the demographic
and PFT measures for all selected subjects. These subjects
were recruited in the NIH-funded SPIROMICS multicenter
research study. Based on the SPIROMICS subject inclusion/
exclusion criteria, subjects with non-COPD obstructive lung
disease or a history of diseases or treatments likely to
interfere with study interpretation were excluded from
SPIROMICS.14 For example, smokers with current diagno
sis of asthma were excluded and subjects with a history of
interstitial lung diseases (ILDs) were also excluded.14
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A subset of these subjects were utilized to derive crosssectional cluster membership in the previous study,11 allow
ing for the comparison of longitudinal and cross-sectional
clusters. All subjects had a baseline visit and a one-year
follow-up visit. At each visit, subjects received pulmonary
function tests (PFTs) and post-bronchodilator CT scans
performed at total lung capacity (TLC) and residual volume
(RV), respectively, according to the protocols approved by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB). The SPIROMICS
imaging protocol used a CT dose index for the scanned
volume (CTDIvol) to standardize exposure across
scanners.15 Three BMI ranges were selected to assess the
subject size for the establishment of radiation doses.
Compared with the inspiration, the expiration employed
a low-dose radiation with lower CTDIvols for the same
subject. Sieren et al detailed the exposure standardization
and the complete parameters in the CT protocol for
SPIROMICS.15 To minimize the uncertainty caused by
breath-holding techniques, a standardized CT imaging pro
tocol has been adopted for SPIROMICS with specific
breathing/breath-hold instructions and the repeatability of
total lung volumes, air volumes and tissue volumes at TLC
and RV have been demonstrated.15 At each visit, additional
clinical information and biomarkers were acquired for each
subject.

Derivation of qCT Imaging-Based
Variables
All CT scans were processed with an automated commercial
pulmonary segmentation software (Apollo 2.0, VIDA
Diagnostics) to segment the airways, vessel trees, and lobes.
Images were registered with a non-rigid mass-preserving
image registration technique.16–18 Subsequently, 75 qCT ima
ging-based variables (Figure 1) were derived from CT scans at
TLC and RV to capture structural and functional alterations at
both local and global scales at each visit.11 Of the 75 imagingbased variables, bifurcation angle (θ), airway circularity (Cr),
wall thickness (WT) and hydraulic diameter (Dh) in multiple
local regions were extracted to identify regional alterations of
lung structures.13 WT and Dh were normalized as WT* and
Dh* by their predicted values to reduce the inter-subject
variability.13 Bifurcation angle was found to be significantly
correlated with airflow limitation and CT emphysema index.19
Cr measures the degree of roundness of the airway lumen,
with a circularity being 1 for perfectly circular lumen and 0 for
a fully collapsed lumen. Cr was considered as an important
factor to define localized disease and decreased Cr was
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Table 1 Demography and Post-Bronchodilator Pulmonary Function Tests for 55 Stratum 1 (Healthy Never-Smokers), 133 Stratum 2,
237 Stratum 3 and 102 Stratum 4 Subjects
Stratum 1 (Healthy)

Stratum 2

Stratum 3

Stratum 4

N = 55

N = 133

N = 237

N = 102

59.45 (10.89)

66.02 (7.12)

68.80 (6.13)

65.69 (7.15)

Baseline

27.65 (4.68)

29.36 (4.82)

28.43 (4.90)

27.27 (4.76)

Year 1

27.69 (4.72)

29.35 (5.10)

28.45 (5.06)

27.27 (5.05)

Sex (Male%)

41.82

46.76

64.52

55.24

Race, Caucasian/African American/Other (%)

67.27/20.00/12.73

81.95/12.78/5.27

87.34/8.44/4.22

88.24/8.82/2.94

Baseline

102.28 (12.30)

96.64 (13.97)

75.62 (15.05)

35.49 (8.74)

Year 1

102.89 (13.94)

95.70 (13.92)

75.20 (15.82)

35.42 (9.93)

Baseline

97.98 (11.22)

94.56 (12.70)

98.71 (15.37)

76.41 (17.03)

Year 1

99.58** (12.79)

94.67 (13.43)

98.68 (17.30)

77.13 (17.23)

Baseline

80.78 (5.49)

77.36 (5.35)

57.47 (8.34)

35.79 (8.80)

Year 1

79.77** (6.32)

76.41** (5.41)

57.16 (8.95)

Demography
Agebaseline, yrs
BMI, kg/m2

Post-bronchodilator lung function†
FEV1% predicted

FVC % predicted

FEV1/FVC × 100

35.43 (10.17)
†

Notes: Values expressed as mean (SD) or number (%). Kruskal–Wallis and chi-square tests were performed for continuous and categorical variables. Post-bronchodilator
values after six to eight puffs of albuterol. baseline Variables at baseline.**Significant (P<0.05) change over one year. Strata were defined in SPIROMICS to classify subjects into
never-smokers (stratum 1), smokers without COPD (stratum 2), mild/moderate COPD (stratum 3) and severe COPD (stratum 4).14

observed with increased functional small airway disease
(fSAD).20,21 WT* reflects airway remodeling distribution
and affects mortality during the disease progression.22,23
Normalized hydraulic diameter Dh* is an equivalent diameter
of a non-circular airway segment to a round tube. Use of Dh
allows assessment of flow resistance and lung function using
empirical relations derived based on the diameter of a round
tube.24,25 WT* and Dh* signify the effects of wall thickening
(a phenotype for inflammation) and luminal narrowing (hyperresponsiveness). The global structural variation of the lung
shape was captured by the ratio of the apical-basal distance to
the ventral-dorsal distance at TLC. To capture functional
characteristics of lung deformation and ventilation, we
included the fractional air volume change (ΔVair F ), the deter
minant of the Jacobian matrix (Jacobian), and the anisotropic
deformation index (ADI) for strain-based metrics based on
registered images. Fractional air volume change was intro
duced to study the lobar volume change due to COPD pro
gression. The Jacobian is a measure of local specific volume
change – a reciprocal of volume change, a physiologically
meaningful parameter that can be used to assess the functional
capacity of lung tissue. ADI is a measure of the magnitude of
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directional preference in volume change. Jacobian along with
ADI accounted for the regional variations in volume change
and orientational preferences during inspiration and expiration
and was associated with COPD severity.26 Emphysema per
centage (Emph%) and fSAD percentage (fSAD%) were
included to quantify the heterogeneity of the emphysematous
lung tissue destruction and fSAD. The separate quantification
of emphysema and fSAD can dissociate the emphysematous
region(s) from the air-trapped region(s).3 fSAD% and Emph%
with the respective air-fraction threshold of 90% and 98.5%
were employed to reduce the effects of scanners.10–12 Tissue
RV
fractions at TLC (βTLC
tissue ) and at RV (βtissue ) were introduced to
measure the proportion of tissue volume in each voxel for
detection of tissue destruction and air-trapping, respectively.11
The air volume distribution changes, comparing TLC and RV,
were quantified by the ratio of the lobar volume to the whole
lung volume (a total of five ratios for the five lobes) and the
ratio of the volume of the upper lobes to the volume of the
middle and lower lobes combined. Each functional metric was
measured for lobes as well as the whole lung. In total, 40
structural variables and 35 functional variables were derived
from each CT pair per visit.
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Figure 1 An expanded set of imaging-based metrics. (A) Local structures based on the image at inspiration: θ, Cr, WT*, and Dh*. (B) Global and lobar function based on
images at inspiration and expiration: fSAD%. (C) Global and lobar function based on images at inspiration and expiration: Emph%. (D) Global structure. (E) Registrationbased global and lobar functions.

Concatenation of qCT Variables at
Baseline and Their Percentage Changes
We concatenated the baseline imaging-based variables
*

V baseline and their percentage changes/progression rates
*

*

V progression into one feature vector. The V baseline is the row
vector of the 75 defined imaging-based variables and
*

V progression is the row vector of the percentage changes
with respect to the baseline variables over one year
(Supplementary Materials). If we define the corresponding
vector for 75 imaging-based variables at the second visit
*

*

as V followup , the V progression is defined as:
�*
*
V progression ¼ V followup

� *
*
V baseline � V baseline

(1)

where � represents the element-wise division between
two vectors. The division by baseline imaging-based vari
ables can be deemed as a method to reduce the dependence
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of the progression information on the baseline data. The
*

feature vector V i for subject i is then denoted as:
n*
o
*
*
V i ¼ V baseline ; V progression

(2)

*

The feature vector V i is then composed of a total of 150
qCT imaging-based variables, including 75 variables at
baseline and their corresponding progression rates.

Cluster and Statistical Analysis
We first applied principal component analysis (PCA) to
reduce multicollinearity among 150 qCT imaging-based
variables and derive 150 uncorrelated principal compo
nents (PCs). We then used a subset of the first 16 PCs
ranked by eigenvalues, which measured their contributions
to the total variances, for clustering. Horn’s parallel ana
lysis was applied to determine the optimal number of PCs
to retain in the cluster analysis.27 Clustering methods,
including hierarchical, K-means and Gaussian finite
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mixture model-based methods, were evaluated by connec
tivity, Silhouette width and Dunn indices.28 The stability
for different numbers of clusters based on different clus
tering methods was tested using a nonparametric bootstrap
analysis with 200 bootstrapped datasets. The mean of
Jaccard similarity coefficients was computed to find the
good stability cluster number.29 Considering all the abovementioned indices, the K-means method with 16 PCs and
a cluster number of 4 yielded the best results
(Supplementary Materials).
With the data collected and processed in progress, var
ious variables were available when the study was conducted
which contained demographic variables including age, gen
der and race, clinical variables including spirometry, 6-min
ute walk test results, body mass index (BMI), GOLD stage,
BODE index, CAT score, smoking pack years, symptoms
including wheezing and whistling in the chest, sleep apnea,
diagnosed disease at baseline including chronic bronchitis,
emphysema, COPD, disease history including history of
diagnosed asthma. In total, 87 comparisons of variables
between clusters were performed in our analysis Kruskal–
Wallis and Pearson’s chi-square tests were employed to
compare differences of continuous and categorical variables,
respectively. P=0.05 was taken as the significant level for all
tests. In addition, Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was
employed with a resultant false discovery rate (FDR) 5.4%
for the entire study.30 Since our study is an exploratory
research, pre-selecting variables of interest is difficult, so
we accept an FDR of 5.4%. Blood biomarkers, visual diag
nostics (VD) and emphysematous subtypes were also com
pared in Supplementary Materials.

Results
The cluster analysis identified four stable clusters 1, 2, 3,
and 4 with the sizes of 124 (26.27%), 136 (28.81), 77
(16.31%), and 135 (28.60%), respectively. The major char
acteristics of each cluster are summarized in Figure 2.

Imaging-Based Characteristics
Wilk’s λ method identified the first 20 most significant
variables (Table 2).31 The result showed that functional
variables and their progression rates over one year were
more dominant in separating subgroups within patients.
Baseline fSAD% and Emph% increased with increasing
cluster number (Table 3, Figure 3), signifying the growing
severity of COPD from cluster 1 to cluster 4. Cluster 1 was
at an early stage of COPD with statistically significant
progression (Figure 4) of fSAD% (Table 4) and Emph%
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(Table 5). Cluster 2 was marked by decreased fSAD% and
paradoxically decreased Emph% over one year since
emphysema cannot be reversed. Cluster 3 showed an
attenuation of fSAD% and rapid progression of Emph%
over one year. Using the image voxels of fSAD and
emphysema for cluster-representative subjects in
a coronal plane at baseline and follow-up visits shown in
Figure 5, fSAD was observed to change into emphysema
in the upper and middle lobes of cluster 3. Cluster 4 was
characterized by increased fSAD% over one year.
There are no common standards to determine the pro
gression of Emph% as rapid progression. The annual
change of Emph% for ex-smokers who quitted smoking
for more than 5 years was reported to be around 1%.32
And the emphysema rapid-progressors (eRPs) were
defined as having a one-year increase greater than 1%.33
Based on the above two references, we adopted the thresh
old of 1% to define eRPs. Likewise, the rapid-progressors
of fSAD (fRPs) were defined as having a one-year increase
greater than 1%. Clusters 1 and 4 had a much higher
proportion of fRPs than clusters 2 and 3 (Table 4).
Cluster 2 had the smallest proportion of eRPs, while
cluster 3 was characterized by the largest proportion of
eRPs (Table 5). Baseline βTLC
tissue decreased with cluster
number. However, βTLC
tissue in cluster 2 increased over
one year, while it decreased in other clusters (Figure 6).
Baseline βRV
tissue was ranked the most significant variable in
Wilk’s λ method (Table 2), which consistently decreased
with cluster number and was associated with more severe
air-trapping at baseline. The progression of βRV
tissue , an indi
cator of progression of air trapping, implies that air trap
ping progressed faster in clusters 1 and 4.
Structural alterations were also observed between clus
ters (Table 6). In clusters 1 and 2, WT*Dh* and Cr were
close to healthy never-smokers in most of the lung regions
at baseline. Over one year, WT*Dh* and Cr showed no
significant change in most of the regions in cluster 1.
Cluster 2 was characterized by airway narrowing, viz,
decreased Dh*in almost all regions (Table 6, Table S1).
Cluster 3 demonstrated decreased Dh* and Cr at baseline
with no significant change over one year for most lung
regions. Cluster 4 showed decreased WT*Dh* and Cr in
most of the lung regions compared with healthy neversmokers at baseline and the changes over one year were
not significant in most regions.
We performed an additional lung volume analysis.
Lung volumes estimated by CT scans for each cluster
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Figure 2 A summary of imaging and associated clinical characteristics between clusters. ●Baseline variables. ○One-year change variables. +Bigger than that of healthy neversmokers. ++Biggest among clusters. –Smaller than that of healthy never-smokers. –Smallest among clusters. ↑Increased over one year. ↓Decreased over one year.

were presented in Table S2. Over one year, clusters 1 and
3 showed increased TLC while cluster 2 displayed
decreased TLC (P<0.05). Over one year, clusters 1 and 4
showed increased RV, while cluster 3 showed decreased
RV (P<0.05). For former smokers, the change of RV was
correlated (r=0.61, P<0.05) with the change of fSAD%
and the change of TLC was mildly correlated (r=0.34,
P<0.05) with change of Emph% for the total lung.
Though TLC was correlated (P<0.05) with the Dh* at
baseline, the change of TLC was not significantly corre
lated with the change of Dh* over one year.

Clinical Features and Biomarkers
With increasing cluster number, the cohort demonstrated
growing severity at baseline based on GOLD stages
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(Table 7) and increasing impact level of COPD based
on CAT scores (Table 8).34 Although these clusters
appeared in patients at all levels of severity, subjects
in cluster 1 (51%) and cluster 2 (40%) were predomi
nantly classified as GOLD 0. The baseline postbronchodilator FEV1%predicted and FVC%predicted
were relatively high in clusters 1 and 2 compared with
clusters 3 and 4 (Table 7, Figure 4). Cluster 1 demon
strated a decreased post-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC ratio
over one year with preserved FEV1%predicted (Table
7). Cluster 2 demonstrated that FEV1%predicted
decreased by 1.95% (P<0.05) and FVC%predicted
decreased by 1.92% (P=0.11) with preserved FEV1
/FVC ratio over one year. Additionally, the yearly
change in the average FEV1 for each cluster was
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Table 2 Major Imaging-Based Features Selected by Wilk’s λ Method in Four Imaging-Based Clusters. The Importance of Variables is
Decreasing from Left to Right and Top to Bottom
Ranking

Variable

Region

Ranking

Variable

Region

1

βRV
tissue

Total

11

∆ (ΔVair F ) (%)

LLL

2

∆ADI (%)

LUL

12

fSAD%

LLL

3

∆(fSAD%) (%)

Total

13

∆(fSAD%) (%)

RUL

4

∆βTLC
tissue (%)

LLL

14

∆ADI (%)

RUL

5

Jacobian

LLL

15

Cr

sRML

6

Emph%

Total

16

D h*

sRLL

7

∆βRV
tissue (%)

Total

17

ΔVair F

LLL

8

∆(Emph%) (%)

RUL

18

∆ Dh* (%)

sLLL

9

fSAD%

RML

19

βRV
tissue

RML

10

D h*

RMB

20

∆(Emph%) (%)

LUL

Notes: ∆Variable (%) = (Variablefollowup- Variablebaseline)/Variablebaseline.

Table 3 Major Functional Features in Four Imaging-Based Clusters and Never Smokers (Stratum 1)
Variable

Region

Type

Cluster 1
(N = 124)

Cluster 2
(N = 136)

Cluster 3
(N = 77)

Cluster 4
(N = 135)

P value

Never-Smokers
(N = 55)

βRV
tissue (%)

Total

Baseline

25.31 (4.23)

21.32 (3.55)

16.57 (3.98)

13.43 (3.11)

< 0.0001

25.56 (5.50)

Change

h

−2.29 (2.25)

0.36 (1.56)

1.79 (2.16)

−0.70 (1.31)

< 0.0001

−1.26 (3.89)

Baseline

1.97 (0.30)

1.97 (0.25)

1.48 (0.21)

1.52 (0.23)

< 0.0001

2.11 (0.38)

Jacobian

Emph%

fSAD%

βTLC
tissue (%)

ADI

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

h

h

h

Change

−0.10 (0.26)

−0.10 (0.20)

0.27 (0.20)

−0.06 (0.15)

< 0.0001

−0.10 (0.42)

Baseline

4.57 (5.37)

6.51 (5.09)

9.88 (8.92)

19.50 (8.51)

< 0.0001

2.41 (2.84)

h

h

h

Change

0.72 (1.72)

−0.80 (1.89)

1.15 (2.57)

0.44 (3.27)

< 0.0001

0.05 (1.40)

Baseline

6.70 (5.60)

13.36 (8.30)

24.20 (11.89)

31.29 (8.16)

< 0.0001

5.00 (5.19)

Change

4.29h (5.91)

−1.01h- (5.19)

−4.54h (7.92)

1.03 (6.31)

< 0.0001

−0.06 (3.21)

Baseline

12.72 (1.95)

10.80 (1.59)

10.88 (2.09)

8.69 (1.46)

< 0.0001

11.67 (2.17)

Change

−0.57h (1.06)

0.75h (1.13)

−0.48h (0.96)

−0.11 (0.57)

< 0.0001

0.38 (1.58)

Baseline

0.46 (0.09)

0.46 (0.08)

0.32 (0.09)

0.36 (0.10)

< 0.0001

0.45 (0.10)

Change

−0.04 (0.10)

−0.02 (0.06)

0.09h (0.07)

−0.03 (0.06)

< 0.0001

−0.04 (0.13)

Notes: Values expressed as mean (SD). Kruskal–Wallis tests were performed for continuous variables. Baseline refers to variables measured at baseline. Change refers to
the change over one year. The P values evaluate the differences between clusters. hThe value is significantly (P < 0.05) different from that of never smokers. h-The value is
different (P < 0.1) from that of never smokers.

reported in (Table S3). Although the subjects in cluster
2 were “relatively stable” based on the criteria of fRPs
and eRPs, they had the highest rate of functional decline
in FEV1 over one year (−86 mL/year). Clusters 3 and 4
showed no significant change of FEV1%predicted and
FVC%predicted over one year.

International Journal of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 2021:16

Cluster 1 had the highest BMI (Table 7) compared with
other clusters and the healthy control group. A significant
difference in BMI between clusters 1 and 2 existed only
among patients in GOLD 1 and GOLD 2 (Table S4).
Cluster 1 showed a larger portion of patients diagnosed
with sleep apnea (Table 8) and CT patterns of ILD (Table
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Figure 3 Baseline fSAD% and Emph% and their change over one year. (A) fSAD% for four clusters and the healthy control group (green and represented by cluster h). (B)
Emph% for four clusters and the healthy control group (green). (C) Percentage of change of fSAD% with respect to baseline fSAD% in total lung. (D) Percentage of change of
Emph% with respect to baseline Emph% in total lung.

S5) compared with other clusters. Specific pulmonary
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) including MMP-3 and
MMP-9 are the lowest in cluster 1 (Table 9). Clusters 1
and 2 were associated with lower WBC, neutrophils, and
higher lymphocytes than clusters 3 and 4. Cluster 2 was
the only subgroup with a significant increase of lectin-like
oxidized low-density-lipoprotein receptor (LOX-1) over
one year (Table S6). Clusters 3 and 4 demonstrated shorter
six-minute walk distance and more exacerbations since
entering the SPIROMICS study than clusters 1 and 2
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(Table 8). Other COPD-related biomarkers are found in
Table S6.
We compared the cross-sectional clustering11 with our
longitudinal clustering by studying the 269 participants
who were in both studies (Supplementary Materials). All
the average baseline variables showed bigger inter-cluster
difference in cross-sectional clustering than longitudinal
clustering. For example, baseline CAT scores in the four
cross-sectional clusters were 10.73, 9.36, 10.96, and 17.07,
respectively, while baseline CAT scores in the four
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Figure 4 Changes of PFTs measures, fSAD% and Emph% over one year. (A) The average fSAD% and Emph% at baseline and follow-up visits. (B) The mean postbronchodilator FEV1%predicted and FEV1/FVC ratio at baseline and follow-up visits.

longitudinal clusters were 10.00, 10.12, 13.42, and 13.79.
Moreover, unlike cross-sectional clusters, longitudinal
clusters exhibited neither sex nor race dominance (Table
7). We also compared the percentage of eosinophils
between longitudinal clusters and cross-sectional clusters
(Table S7). The difference between clusters in eosinophils
is reduced in longitudinal clusters.

Random Forest Analysis
After performing clustering analysis with 150 qCT imagingbased variables, we developed a simplified predictive model
which utilized only a fraction of the original variables for
classification with high accuracy. Specifically, we employed
random forest as the classification algorithm and took all 150
CT variables as input and the cluster memberships as output
to obtain a testing accuracy of 90%. We then built a random
forest model with only 23 variables (Table S8) to obtain
a similar testing accuracy of 89.47%. Similar techniques
were employed in our cross-sectional study.8,10

Discussion
In this study, we aimed to identify functionally meaningful
former-smoker longitudinal clusters (progression subtypes)
using qCT imaging-based variables acquired at baseline and
1-year follow-up visits. The rationale behind qCT phenotyp
ing is its sensitivity to capture any alteration over a short
period of about one year for early detection of any

International Journal of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 2021:16

abnormality before reflecting on spirometry. We analyzed
former smokers independently of current smokers because
smoking status may have a significant effect on lung density,
and cessation of smoking can be deemed as an effective
intervention,35 resulting in different progression patterns.
Four longitudinal clusters with distinct characteristics were
identified. Cluster 1 was a subgroup at an early stage of
COPD with a high BMI (> 30, obese) and fSAD% and
Emph% rapid progression. Cluster 2 was characterized by
airway narrowing and fSAD% and Emph% attenuation.
Cluster 3 had relatively high fSAD and emphysema at base
line and was characterized with fSAD% attenuation and
rapid Emph% progression. Cluster 4 was severe emphysema
and fSAD individuals with severe structural alterations.

Features of Respective Clusters
Cluster 1: A Subgroup at an Early Stage of COPD
with High BMI (>30, Obese) and fSAD% and Emph%
Rapid Progression
Cluster 1 is the most obese subgroup at an early stage of
COPD characterized by the rapid progression of fSAD and
emphysema, especially in the upper and middle lobes, with
no significant alterations of airway structure. The potential
association between obesity and COPD is increasingly
recognized.36,37 Obesity has a paradoxical influence on
COPD at different GOLD stages. It can act as
a protective factor for obese patients with GOLD stage
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Table 4 Baseline fSAD and Its Progression in Each Cluster
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Location

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

N = 124

N = 136

N = 77

N = 135

Never Smokers

Total
LUL
RUL

6.70h (5.60)
8.46 (7.72)
7.38 (7.31)

13.36h (8.30)
17.21h (10.78)
16.82h (11.11)

24.20h (11.89)
28.98h (13.07)
27.13h (12.69)

31.29h (8.16)
35.18h (9.54)
33.08h (9.10)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001

5.56 (5.44)
7.88 (8.99)
7.14 (7.72)

RML

14.78 (11.26)

27.27h (13.33)

40.31h (13.77)

41.22h (10.32)

N = 55

Baseline fSAD
fSAD%

< 0.0001

16.95 (13.67)

3.40 (4.62)
3.58h (4.27)

6.56 (7.16)
7.16h (7.67)

15.44 (12.09)
16.60h (13.30)

25.41h (11.06)
25.71h (10.76)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

1.62 (2.53)
1.64 (2.27)

Total
LUL
RUL

4.29**h (5.91)
6.05**h (8.11)
5.72**h (7.82)

−1.01**h- (5.19)
−1.66** (6.51)
−1.64**h- (7.07)

−4.54**h (7.92)
−5.88**h (9.40)
−5.41**h (8.97)

1.03** (6.31)
1.59** (7.02)
1.48** (7.48)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001

1.19 (6.81)
1.57 (11.07)
1.52 (9.51)

RML

8.00**h (9.70)

−2.17**h- (9.68)

−8.78**h (11.52)

0.40 (8.20)

< 0.0001

1.93 (13.72)

LLL
RLL

h

−0.23 (4.71)
−0.68h (4.81)

−1.40* (7.38)
−2.78**h (6.95)

0.82 (7.14)
0.70 (6.69)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

1.00 (3.64)
0.96 (3.22)

LLL
RLL

h

h

h

fSAD change over one year
ΔfSAD%

1.93** (4.73)
1.70**h (3.95)

Rapid-progressors of fSAD with ΔfSAD% ≥ 1% over one year (fRPs)
fRPs (%)

Total
LUL

67.21
68.85

26.47
35.29

11.69
14.29

51.88
48.12

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

32.08
37.74

RUL

67.21

30.88

14.29

51.52

< 0.0001

39.62

RML
LLL

70.73
36.88

31.62
23.53

14.29
25.00

48.89
52.71

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

49.06
18.87

RLL

40.98

24.26

24.00

49.24

< 0.0001

18.87

Notes: Values expressed as mean (SD) or number (%). The P values evaluate the differences between clusters. ** P values are smaller than 0.05. *P values are smaller than
0.1. hThe value is significantly different (P < 0.05) from that of never smokers. h-The value is different (P < 0.1) from that of never smokers.

3–4 and it can also increase the relative risk for mortality
in those with GOLD stage 1–2.36 A significant difference
in BMI at baseline between clusters 1 and 2 was observed
only in GOLD 1 and GOLD 2 patients and hence, the
obesity may increase the risk for these patients in cluster 1.
The largest proportion of patients with sleep apnea in
cluster 1 may support the observation that obesity is
a well-recognized risk factor for sleep apnea.37 In addition,
the largest proportion of patients with CT patterns of ILD
observed in cluster 1 may indicate that CT patterns of ILD
was associated with less amount of emphysema. MMP-3
and MMP-9 are known to cause morphological changes in
the lungs and contribute significantly to the COPD state.38
The lowest MMP-3 and MMP-9 in cluster 1 also sug
gested the lowest emphysema among all clusters.

Cluster 2: A Subgroup with Airway Narrowing and
fSAD% and Emph% Attenuation
Cluster 2 is a subgroup characterized by fSAD% and
Emph% attenuation. The decreased fSAD% and Emph%
over one year could be caused by less air in the lung at RV
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and TLC, respectively. Hence, the observed decrease in
TLC over one year (P<0.05) may contribute to the
decrease of Emph% since Emph% was measured at TLC.
However, we did not observe significantly decreased RV
(P>0.05) over one year in cluster 2. Thus, the decreased
fSAD% cannot be explained by lung volumes changes. An
anti-inflammatory effect of smoking cessation may yield
a paradoxical fall of lung density, while inflammation can
mask the presence of emphysema.35 LOX-1 acts as a proinflammatory factor in vascular disease and is viewed as
a vascular disease biomarker.39 The decreased Emph%, the
increased βTLC
tissue and the elevated LOX-1 level suggested
inflammatory responses in cluster 2 over one year. Cluster
2 may be regarded as a subgroup of patients nonsusceptible to emphysema development due to the
decreased Emph%. In recent studies on lung perfusion
scans, Alford et al found that hypoxic pulmonary vaso
constriction (HPV) is blocked in the presence of inflam
mation in non-susceptible smokers to emphysema
development and the nonsusceptibility was shown to be
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Table 5 Baseline Emphysema and Its Progression in Each Cluster
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Location

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

P value

Never Smokers

N = 124

N = 136

N = 77

N = 135

Total
LUL
RUL

4.57h (5.37)
5.18h (5.95)
5.45h (8.62)

6.51h (5.09)
7.43h (6.94)
7.20h (7.96)

9.88h (8.92)
11.98h (12.20)
13.17h (14.32)

19.50h (8.51)
22.64h (11.96)
23.95h (14.71)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001

2.35 (2.93)
2.73 (3.74)
1.91 (2.91)

RML

5.86 (6.81)

7.85h (5.85)

9.67h (7.99)

20.91h (12.79)

N = 55

Baseline Emphysema
Emph%

LLL
RLL

2.87 (2.95)
3.20h- (3.93)

< 0.0001

4.17 (5.16)

4.67 (3.64)
5.00h (4.28)

7.50 (8.16)
8.09h (8.23)

16.22h (10.23)
17.55h (11.28)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

1.62 (2.53)
1.85 (2.37)

h

h

Emphysema change over one year
ΔEmph%

Total
LUL
RUL

0.72**h (1.72)
0.89**h (2.10)
0.64**h (1.74)

−0.44h (4.55)
−0.36h (5.86)
−0.61**h (1.87)

1.62**h (5.78)
1.10**h (3.26)
0.18h (6.01)

0.55*h (3.45)
0.55*h (3.74)
0.52*h (3.32)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001

0.05 (1.40)
−0.02 (1.56)
0.07 (1.56)

RML

0.84**h (2.94)

−1.14**h (2.84)

1.45*h (7.62)

0.41 (5.27)

< 0.0001

0.08 (2.32)

LLL
RLL

h

1.51**h (3.32)
0.97*h (5.02)

0.52*h (3.61)
0.72**h (3.91)

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

0.20 (1.56)
−0.01 (1.18)

0.68** (1.60)
0.71**h (1.74)

h

−0.81** (2.18)
−0.80**h (2.02)

Rapid-progressors of emphysema with ΔEmph% ≥ 1% over one year (eRPs)
eRPs (%)

Total
LUL

30.65
33.87

13.24
14.71

41.56
41.56

37.78
37.78

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

16.98
16.98

RUL

28.23

13.24

38.96

37.04

< 0.0001

16.98

RML
LLL

33.06
27.42

18.38
10.29

46.75
45.45

44.44
33.33

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

22.64
16.98

RLL

29.03

11.76

45.45

40.74

< 0.0001

16.98

Notes: Values expressed as mean (SD) or number (%). Baseline refers to variables measured at baseline. Change refers to the change over one year. The P values evaluate
the differences between clusters. ** P values are smaller than 0.05. *P values are smaller than 0.1. hThe value is significantly different (P < 0.05) from that of never smokers.
hThe value is different (P < 0.1) from that of never smokers.

associated with less heterogeneity in pulmonary blood
flow perfusion than emphysema-susceptible subjects.5 In
this study, perfusion scans and dual energy CT scans were
not acquired for the subjects. Thus, the emphysemanonsusceptibility of cluster 2 in relation to regional pul
monary vascular function requires further investigation.
Cluster 2 was also characterized by large airway narrow
ing and reduced FEV1%predicted (or FEV1) over one year.
These characteristics are indicative of the large airway
hyper-responsiveness in cluster 2 – a disease mechanism
different from those associated with clusters 1 and 3.40 In
addition, Dh* was reported to be significantly correlated
with FVC%predicted and FEV1%predicted (or FEV1).9,13
The significant airway narrowing in cluster 2 might explain
the highest FEV1 decline over one year among all clusters.
Since the change of Dh* was not correlated with the change
of TLC over one year, the observed airway narrowing might
not be caused by the TLC change.

International Journal of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 2021:16

Cluster 3: A Subgroup with Relatively High fSAD and
Emphysema at Baseline and Characterized with fSAD
% Attenuation and Rapid Emph% Progression
The decreased fSAD% and the change of fSAD into
emphysema in cluster 3 suggested the destruction of
small airways, leading to the development of emphysema.
This supports the notion that small airway disease is
a pathological feature of patients with mild and moderate
COPD before emphysematous destruction.41 Though clus
ters 2 and 3 had most subjects at early GOLD stages, they
exhibited significantly different emphysema progression
patterns. Cluster 2 represented an emphysema-nonsusceptible subgroup of patients, while cluster 3 was an
emphysema-susceptible subgroup. Thus, subjects at early
stages of COPD may follow different disease trajectories,
although cluster 3 might be at a more severe stages than
cluster 2. Namely, the susceptibility to emphysema in
subjects may also depend on the disease severity.
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Figure 5 Baseline (left column) and one-year follow-up (right column) fSAD (red) and emphysematous regions (green) of cluster-representative subjects. (C1, C2, C3, and
C4) refer to cluster 1, cluster 2, cluster 3, and cluster 4, respectively.
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TLC
TLC
Figure 6 Baseline βTLC
tissue and its change over one year. (A) βtissue for four clusters and the healthy control group at baseline (green). (B) Percentage of change of βtissue with
respect to βTLC
at
baseline
for
four
clusters.
tissue

Cluster 4: Severe Emphysema and fSAD Individuals
with Severe Structural Alterations
Cluster 4 is a subgroup with the most severe COPD. The
significant increase in fRPs and eRPs suggested that this
subgroup is characterized by a mixture of fSAD and emphy
sema, and the change in fSAD can also serve as an important
indicator of disease progression in addition to emphysema
development.3 Significant structural alterations in cluster 4
indicated that severe COPD altered airway geometry

significantly. The decreased Dh* in clusters 3 and 4 suggested
that airway narrowing not only happened in small airways42
but also in large airways, which might further contribute to
the decline of lung function by increasing the airway resis
tance. In addition to airway narrowing, geometry changes for
central airways will ensue, including decreased WT* and Cr
for severe COPD.
The lowest BMI and shorter 6-minute walk distance in
cluster 4 suggested the increased risk of mortality at severe

Table 6 Segmental Airway Features at Specific Regions
Variable

Region

Type

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

(N = 124)

(N = 136)

(N = 77)

(N = 135)

P value

NeverSmokers
(N = 55)

θ

Cr

WT*

D h*

Trachea

sLUL

sLUL

sLUL

Baseline

92.38 (9.85)

89.07 (8.82)

93.52 (10.72)

90.56 (9.71)

0.0130

Change

−1.33 (8.88)

1.34** (7.96)

−0.82 (6.36)

−0.83 (7.56)

0.03195

h

Baseline

0.96 (0.01)

0.96 (0.01)

0.96 (0.01)

0.95 (0.01)

< 0.0001

Change (*100)

−0.10 (1.25)

−0.12* (0.84)

−0.02 (0.96)

−0.14 (1.34)

0.8278

Baseline

0.56 (0.04)

0.56 (0.03)

0.55h (0.01)

0.54h (0.04)

< 0.0001

Change (*100)

−0.17 (3.30)

−0.16 (2.42)

0.12 (2.81)

0.42 (3.66)

0.4812

Baseline

0.26 (0.03)

0.26 (0.03)

0.25h (0.03)

0.24h (0.03)

< 0.0001

Change (*100)

−0.12 (2.16)

−0.39** (1.85)

0.25 (2.18)

−0.19 (2.55)

0.3601

92.02 (12.19)

0.96 (0.01)

0.56 (0.03)

0.27 (0.04)

Notes: Values expressed as mean (SD). Kruskal–Wallis tests were performed for continuous variables. Baseline refers to variables measured at baseline. The P values
evaluate the differences between clusters. Cr, WT*, and Dh* were only presented at sLUL, but overall trends between clusters were consistent in different locations. Change
refers to the change over one year with respect to its baseline value. Change (*100) refers to the change over one year scaled (multiplied) by a factor 100 with respect to its
baseline value since the scale of change is small. **The change between baseline and year 1 is significant (P<0.05). *The change between baseline and year 1 is close to being
significant (P<0.1). hThe value is significantly different (P < 0.05) from that of never smokers.
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Table 7 Demography, Post-Bronchodilator PFTs in Four Imaging-Based Clusters
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

N = 124

N = 136

N = 77

N = 135

Never-Smokers

66.12h (7.02)

67.93h (6.27)

67.69h (7.56)

67.59h (6.62)

0.1166

59.45 (10.89)

Baseline

51/22/26/1/0

40/32/26/2/0

14/20/41/17/8

1/7/34/39/19

< 0.0001

NA

Year 1

54/17/28/1/0

38/30/29/2/0

12/22/42/17/7

1/8/34/41/16

< 0.0001

NA

0.44h (0.84)

0.42h (0.88)

1.59h (1.78)

2.95h (2.13)

< 0.0001

0.13 (0.34)

Baseline

30.30h (52.4)

28.32 (4.53)

28.23 (4.54)

26.94 (4.58)

< 0.0001

27.65 (4.68)

Year 1

30.32 (5.45)

28.48 (4.78)

28.31 (4.89)

26.77 (4.67)

< 0.0001

27.69 (4.72)

Sex (Male%)

50.4

58.09

58.44

63.70

0.1697

41.82

Race, Caucasian/African American/

78.4/14.4/7.2

90.44/5.88/3.68

87.01/10.39/2.60

88.15/8.89/2.96

0.3044

67.27/20.00/12.73

Baseline

87.95 (17.22)

87.04 (16.62)

66.56 (23.95)

48.66 (19.48)

< 0.0001

102.28 (12.30)

Change (%)

0.00 (8.10)

−1.95** (8.45)

2.22 (17.86)

−0.14 (10.78)

< 0.0001

0.53 (5.11)

Baseline

93.96 (14.49)

99.20 (14.12)

92.35 (17.92)

85.42 (19.66)

< 0.0001

97.98 (11.22)

Change (%)

1.60 (8.70)

−1.92 (9.89)

1.42 (11.16)

1.47 (13.83)

< 0.0001

1.58 (4.69)

Baseline

70.88 (9.99)

66.04 (10.56)

53.50 (14.92)

42.16 (11.93)

< 0.0001

80.78 (5.49)

Change (%)

−1.64** (5.73)

0.38 (10.25)

0.58 (12.98)

−1.02 (10.55)

< 0.0001

−1.28 (3.50)

N = 55

Demography
Agebaseline (Years)
GOLD (%) (0/1/2/3/4)

BODEbaseline
BMI, kg/m2

Other (%)
Post-bronchodilator lung function†
FEV1% predicted

FVC % predicted

FEV1/FVC × 100

Notes: Values expressed as mean (SD). Kruskal–Wallis tests were performed for continuous variables. Baseline refers to variables measured at baseline. Change (%) refers
to the percentage of change over one year with respect to its baseline value. The P values evaluate the differences between clusters.**Significant (P<0.05) change over
one year. †Post-bronchodilator values after six to eight puffs of albuterol. hThe value is significantly different (P < 0.05) from that of never smokers.

COPD stages.36,43 The severity of COPD in cluster 4 was
also reflected on biomarkers such as higher WBC count,
neutrophils, MMP-9 and lower lymphocytes than clusters
1 and 2.

Expanding Prior Knowledge
In general, COPD heterogeneity can be characterized
as emphysema-predominant and airway-predominant
disease.44,45 In their cross-sectional study, Castaldi et al
identified four clusters from the COPDGene cohort.46
Their airway disease-predominant cluster was character
ized by thicker airway walls and the lowest average
emphysema, resembling those of the cross-sectional ima
ging cluster 1 identified by Haghighi et al11 (our previous
clustering analysis using baseline data only). In this long
itudinal study, cluster 2 exhibited the feature of airway
narrowing with non-susceptible to emphysema develop
ment and the highest rate of FEV1 decline. Airway nar
rowing is indicative of large airway hyper-responsiveness
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– a disease mechanism different from those associated
with clusters 1 and 3. While more research is needed to
better understand the longitudinal cluster 2, the results
obtained from both previous cross-sectional studies and
the current longitudinal study suggested that cluster 2 in
this study may be a subtype under the general classifica
tion of airway-predominant disease. This may also explain
why cluster 2 is a relatively stable cluster in terms of
fSAD% and Emph% progression because cluster 2 does
not belong to emphysema-predominant disease.
Celli et al established the correlation between the fre
quency of exacerbation and the rate of decline in FEV1 in
patients with moderate or severe COPD (GOLD stages 2
and 3).47 In this study, clusters 3 and 4 had more patients
at GOLD stages 2 and 3. Cluster 4 had more exacerbation
frequencies and higher rates of decline in FEV1 than
cluster 3, being consistent with Celli et al Additionally,
their study showed that the rate of decline in FEV1 for
former smokers was −36.6 mL/year, being comparable to
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Table 8 Associations of Symptoms and Disease Histories with Cluster Membership
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Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

P value

NeverSmokers

N = 124

N = 136

N = 77

N = 135

N=55

48.76h

54.67h

57.10h (27.85)

57.81h (25.22)

0.0374

0.01 (0.04)

(26.59)

(27.85)

Chronic Bronchitis (%)

18.85

12.50

15.07

31.25

0.0046

0.00

Emphysema diagnosed at baseline (%)

29.41

28.68

45.83

63.57

< 0.0001

0.00

COPD diagnosed at baseline (%)

43.09

42.75

69.33

81.40

< 0.0001

0.00

History of asthma diagnosed (%)

8.00

12.50

29.87

23.88

< 0.0004

7.41

Wheezing and whistling in chest (%)

48.39

44.44

59.74

59.26

0.0353

16.36

Sleep Apnea at baseline (%)

29.51

20.74

16.67

11.20

0.0001

12.96

10.01h (6.21)

10.12h (6.93)

13.42h (7.16)

13.79h (6.36)

< 0.0001

4.52 (4.87)

0.48 (1.12)

0.76 (2.01)

1.43 (2.35)

2.20 (2.90)

< 0.0001

440.07

451.51

410.77h

369.09h

< 0.0001

461.56 (100.72)

(88.50)

(90.99)

(100.00)

(116.04)

19.51

20.30

39.73

55.47

< 0.0001

12.96

Symptoms and disease History
Smoking pack-years at baseline

Baseline CAT score†

Exacerbations
Total*
Activity limitation
6-minute walk distance (m)

Oxygen desaturation with 6-minute walk
(%)

Notes: Kruskal–Wallis and chi-square tests were performed for continuous and categorical variables, respectively, and their P values were reported. †CAT score ranges
from 0 to 40, with higher scores indicating greater severity symptoms. hThe value is significantly different (P < 0.05) from that of never smokers. *Total count of
exacerbations since entering the study.

Table 9 Biomarkers for Longitudinal Clusters
Variable

Type

Cluster 1
(N = 124)

Cluster 2
(N = 136)

Cluster 3
(N = 77)

Cluster 4
(N = 135)

P value

NeverSmokers
(N = 55)

Total WBC count (N/μL)

Baseline

6510.14h
(1580.94)

6496.47h
(2021.29)

6947.73h
(1844.59)

7013.19h
(1976.10)

0.0415

6049.46
(1857.55)

Neutrophils (%)

Baseline

60.37 (8.36)

59.86 (9.10)

63.31h (8.84)

63.14h (9.80)

0.0016

59.51 (8.12)

Lymphocyte (%)

Baseline

h

28.08 (7.93)

h

28.18 (9.13)

24.78 (7.71)

24.29 (7.66)

< 0.0001

31.00 (7.97)

Eosinophils (%)

Baseline

3.15h (1.84)

3.09h (1.90)

3.42h (2.82)

2.97h (1.91)

0.5239

2.18 (1.64)

MMP-3 (ng/mL)

Baseline

8.31 (5.57)

10.27h (5.01)

10.62h (5.94)

11.74h (8.83)

< 0.0001

8.34 (4.02)

MMP-9 (ng/mL)

Baseline

167.50 (130.82)

179.05 (134.33)

211.45 (151.30)

232.10h (155.59)

< 0.0001

148.60 (85.82)

h

h

h

Notes: Values expressed as mean (SD). The P values evaluate the differences between clusters. The value is significantly (P<0.05) different from that of never smokers.
Abbreviations: MMP-3, matrix metalloproteinase-3; MMP-9, matrix metallopeptidase-9.

to −31.12 mL/year for our cluster 4. As for clusters 1 and
2, patients were predominantly at risk or mild with GOLD
stages 0 and 1 (Table 7). qCT phenotyping was able to
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identify progression subtypes at early stages which were
characterized by high rates of decline in FEV1 over a short
period. This implies that short-term imaging-based
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progression phenotypes may provide new insights for sub
clinical pathophysiology.
We compared the eosinophils (%) between longitudinal
clusters and cross-sectional clusters. The reduced differ
ence between clusters in longitudinal clusters suggests that
subtyping based on the rates of progression depends less
on eosinophils (%). Likewise, longitudinal clusters exhib
ited neither sex nor race dominance, in contrast to crosssectional clusters. This implies that eosinophils (%) might
serve as a biomarker for disease severity, but not for
disease progression. Additionally, there existed a linear
relationship between exacerbation rates and airway inflam
mation when eosinophils count reached a threshold value
of 300 N/μL.48,49 However, the eosinophils counts for the
four cluster did not reach this threshold value (205.07,
200.74, 237.61, and 208.29 N//μL for cluster 1, 2, 3, and
4, respectively). This may explain the weak correlation
between eosinophils (%) and exacerbation rates.
In summary, each cluster showed a unique progression
pattern. The imaging-based variables were previously
employed in cross-sectional cluster analysis and these
variables were found to be a sensitive means of differen
tiating subgroups in COPD and asthma cohorts.8,10,11
However, cross-sectional clustering was based on static
disease stage and did not consider disease progression.
The evidence has shown that the disease progression
depends on the subject’s current stage and even at the
same disease stage the progression patterns may differ.3
Comparatively, longitudinal clustering aims to identify
COPD progression clusters, which are more dependent
upon disease progression than severity. The clinical impli
cation is that there could be rapid progressors and rela
tively stable patients at all levels of severity. Thus, staging
a trial to alter natural history (progression)50–52 should not
be stratified by severity, but rather by parameters that will
relate to progression cluster. Another potential application
of imaging clusters is to bridge the gap between individual
and population-based studies. In clinical practice, we can
focus on a subset of patients with unique structural and
functional alterations (clusters). New subjects can be
assigned cluster memberships using a simplified model
such as the random forest.8 In conjunction with computa
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) lung models, the cluster
information allows exploring the notion of a clusterguided approach to predict deposition of inhaled drug
aerosols using CFD and improve the efficacy of drug
delivery in cluster subjects towards personalized therapeu
tic decisions.53,54
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Conclusion
We performed a longitudinal clustering analysis of the for
mer smoker cohort and derived four stable clusters based on
baseline imaging-derived variables and their progression
information. The four clusters were characterized by
a combination of their baseline disease severity and disease
progression patterns. Progression information may result in
a refinement of cross-sectional clusters. The current study
allows grouping of COPD subjects with similar imagingbased structural, functional changes, and clinical character
istics bridging the gap between individual and populationbased studies. Deep learning based tissue-pattern phenotypes
can be further combined with qCT imaging-based variable
for subtyping.55 Identification of longitudinal COPD sub
groups may help us understand the path of disease progres
sion and provide prognostic information to help determine
more appropriate, patient-oriented therapies.

Abbreviations
ADI, anisotropic deformation index; BMI, body mass index;
BronInt, right intermediate bronchus; CAT, COPD
Assessment Test; Cr, airway luminal circularity; CT, com
puted tomography; Dh, hydraulic luminal diameter; Dh*,
normalized hydraulic luminal diameter; Emph%, emphy
sema percentage; eRP, rapid-progressor of emphysema;
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in one second; fRP, rapidprogressor of fSAD; fSAD, functional small airway disease
percentage; FVC, forced vital capacity; ILD, interstitial lung
disease; Jacobian, determinant of Jacobian matrix; LLL, left
lower lobe; LMB, left main bronchus; LUL, left upper lobe;
MMP, matrix metalloprotease; PC, principal component;
PCA, principal component analysis; PFT, pulmonary func
tional test; qCT, quantitative computed tomography; RLL,
right lower lobe; RMB, right main bronchus, RML, right
middle lobe; RUL, right upper lobe; RV, residual volume;
sLLL, subgrouped left lower lobe with branches of LB6, and
LB8 to LB10; sLUL, subgrouped left upper lobe with
branches of LB1 to LB5; SPIROMICS, subpopulations and
intermediate outcome measures in COPD study; sRLL, sub
grouped right lower lobe with branches of RB6 to RB10;
sRML, subgrouped right middle lobe with branches of RB4
to RB5; sRUL, subgrouped right upper lobe with branches of
RB1 to RB3; TLC, total lung capacity; TriLLB, trifurcation
of left lower lobe; U/(M+L)|v, the ratio of air volume changes
in upper lobes to those in middle and lower lobes; WBC,
white blood cell; WT, airway wall thickness; βTLC
tissue , tissue
fraction at TLC; βRV
tissue , tissue fraction at RV; θ, bifurcation
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